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ABSTRACT
The reading abilities of low achieving high school

.students at two schools were compared to the readability levels of
the magazines in which they showed interest. The median tested
.reading ability of these students was reported as third/fourth grade
by their reading teachers. The reading specialist at one high schOol
teported that boys had an interest in "Sports Illustrated" and
Aotorcycle magazines, and'that girls were interested in "True
Stories* and'modern romance magazines. In a sdrvey conducted at the
second school, 89 students listed 88 magazines that focused on
cars/motorcyclese.hunting/fishing, menos entertainment, fashion,

immense interest, general interest/news,..humor, teen-adult interest,
Sports, and teen interest. According to the Fry and Marris-Jacobsob
readability formulas, only three of the listed magazines had reading
levels of seventh grade or below, which would Aake them Suitable for
the levels of problem readers. All the other dagazines, even those
expected to reach teenagets and rtudents with lower reading levels,
ranked above eighth grade readity levels. Theis results show that
.students with elementary reading skills are Interested in popular
magazines written above their reading levels, indicating that
teachers could coitalize on these interests when developing reading

...curricula. (AL)
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Readability of Magazines of Interest To Reading6Deficit Students, ,,

Some teadhers of high school students with reading deficits decry the
ob

,students' total lack if interest in'reading. Other teachers, howe4er, have

notioed that these students have out-of-school reading interests even though

they have difficulty with in-school reading materials. That is, the high

.school student who has a tested reading achievement level of third or fourth .

grade and.who, perhaps, is not at all interested in reading in school will pick

up a magazine in'a local store and attempt to read it. .Up to this time, .

there has been little mention in the professional literature of these students'.

outside-reading intererts or of the diffi'culty level of what they read.

If these students do have outside reading interests, it would be appropriate

to see whether the difficulty levels of these.'reading materials corresponds

with their in-school achievement levelr On,the other hand, many popular

magazines appear, at first glance, to be written for an ability level higher

than many ok these students possess.

Differences between readability and ability levels have teen mentioned

in readability studies with the comment that interest, and motivation may

override the particular grade level of a written passage (iClare, 1976;

Maxuell, 1978; jtandal, 1978). Lower ability students who display interst

may comprehend passages which are above their tested achievement levels

(Shmayer, 1969). Althoueh some teachers have identified the outside-reading
e.

interests of reading-deficit studentr, there has been littls research'reported

on this topic other than that by Shnayer (1969) and, possibly, studies reviewed

by Klare (1976).
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' Readability of Magazines '2

Also, other than the.domment by: Norvell (1973) that periodical reading

inteiests of lover ability students resemtaed those'ct their peers who,read

adequately, there has been little investigation of which magazines these
*. *VP"' ,

students are most likely to read. Perhaps this is because students aie unwilling

to mention their interests to those teachers who may view many such magazihet

as ntrashy,""dirty,",or just top difficult. The point here is noi to.describe

the difference batmen interests of reading.6deficit and normal adolescents,
4

but to show that these students 112 read outside of school.. '

Same study of thcreadability of high school materialshas teen conducted.

. )
The study by Janz and Smith (1972) is only,one example of numerOds itudies

indicating that contentmatter texts are,written at higher levels than elther

grade assignment'or,the students' actual ability levels. Schlief and Woal

(1974) examined several periodicals and found that .readability ratings.also

tendedlo overeslimate the abilit3i levels of their projected readers. :1$s

present writers, however, have teen unable to locate any report which

identifies the reading intersts of high school students and gauges the'

readability of those selections in.comparison with the student's own reading

ability.
0

Sohlief and Wood (1974) point out a notable diffiaulty with this

recommended tne of research: the validity of readability formulas, which

are usually'based on familiar words, sentence length., and word length, may

decrease when applied to nontextual materials. Further, there has been

considerable discussion questioning the value of any readability6estimating

procedure (Guidry and Knight, 1976). Harris (Harris and 4ipay, 1975) points

out that two variablei which have teen conuistently used in readability

as
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formulas are ountence length and,vocabulary. Yet Maxwell (1978) gives .

eiamples of nontechnicr.1 language thal may cause an easily read passage to

be rated ap difficu1Wandea pasbage whioh oontaias difficult words or conoepts

ito be rated as fairly easy. A different procedure, developed by Fry (1969),

proposes a more easily computed 'readability rating based on the number of

syllables And- word long*. This popular procedure would seem towerride

the vocabulary-difficultyproblem; yet Kretschmer (1976). noted that some

difficult Words are quite shortl while Aid= easy words are polysyllabic.

Ladkint a well-documented technique for computing the readability of

'off-the-shelf magazines, the authors decided to compare two different
0

'readability formulas. The Harris-Jacobson (Harris and Sipay, 1975) formula

was pidked as an example of a vocabulary-sentence length proceaure which has

.the advantage of being oasisr to compute than, for instanoe, the Spacbe or

Dale-Chall formulas. .The Fry (1969) procedure was selected as 4 syllable-

sentence length count, primarily because it has been more frequently used than

other 'similar procedures..

Magazines read by low-achieving high school students wiore idadgied

by two p.00edures suggested by Klire (1976). In one large high school an

unobtrusive measure was simply to ask the reading specialist which magazines

had, evoked studepts' interest. At.a second high school the reading specialist

asked students in special classes to indicate magazines of interest in an

informal, field-study, survey. Median.tested reading ability of these students

in classes at both high schools was reported as third-fourth grade by the

reading teachers.

5
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At the first high school the rsading teacher, reported that boys had

intersts .in Snorts Illustrate4 and motorcycle magazines and the girls ware

interested.in True StOries and modern romance magazinei. In the high school

Where the survey was conducted, results wete Ourprising, and ths number of

different magazines liked was heartening. Eighty-nine students were surveyed,

and eighty-eight magazines were listed at least once. This indicatqd that

students did have.an interest in magazines outside of school and revealed quite

an array of intere'st. Fifty-eight boys liated a total of 66 different magaines;

thirty-one girls listed")2 different periodicals; and some were listed by

14th boys and girls. Students were also asked how often they read-these

magazines, suld,the total count includes some periodicals in 7.4hich the Oudot:its

shoued only moderate interst. The most frequently listed magazines fell into

ten.categoriess boyslisted Gars/Motorcycles, Hunting/Fishing, and Men's-

IntertaiOint; erla listed Fashion, and WOmen's Interest; and both groups

listed.magazines in the General Litereeilows, Humor, Teen-Adult Interest,

Sports, and Teen Interest categories. Thus, the survey echoed the observation

of the high school teokigr yet was more comprehensive. For the present study

one or two of thetmost popular magazines in each of the ten oategories were

selected. 'Readability ratings of these- magazines are reported in Tabae I.

Readability ratings rrported here ahould be interpreted'with the previously

mentioned caution about the possible inValidity of using text-based readability

formulas with nom-textual material. "tradability ratings above the eigth grade

level were extrapolated %Awn using the Harris-Jacobson formula; this procedure

seemed acceptable since tre actual rqading level of students was below sixth

grmie. Although the Fry formula has rroduced louer ratings than other
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formulas in some studies (Guidri and Kraght, 1976), this was not found in.,

'this study'.

Accord:Eng to the Fry and Harris-Jacobson formulas, only three magazines

had reading levels of seventh grade or below, making them suitable for the

levels of-problem readers: aid, Penthou40, and tiger Heat. Magazines that

eight be expected to.reaca the, teenager and the student with lower reading

levels, such aS Pit Parader, and Teen, were found to rank above their reading

level, as did all the others.

Tiers was *some disparity between the two formulas when applied to

magazines. For eight magazines the two formulas produced ratings less than one

grade level apart, and, an these, three were equal (counting "college" level):

for the remaining magazines, the Fry formula gave a louer grade level rating

than the Harris-Jacobson to three. Of the seven 'magazines whcee ratings

differed-bf a grade level or more, the Fry formula rated five magazines higher.

Analysis by Category .shows that Cars/Motorcycles magazines were within the

uppersninth grade to college reading levels, yet these were some of the most.

popular magazines. Another popular category among the boys was MOn's Enter-
/

tainment. Here, playboy wasorated at college .level by both formulas, but

Perithouse was rated at mid-sixth to mid-seventh grade level. Sports Illustratea,

a magazine listed as popular with both boys and girls, was rated at beginning

eigth or beginning eleventh grade level.

/t might be expectee that at least some of the differences between the

two formulas could be explained by the way popular magazines are written.

Scae seemed to make a deliberate effort to reach a particular grade level, and

some seemed to have no deliberate control of vocabulary or sentence structure.

7
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&Large differences among selections were also noted. In pofblar magazines,

very difficult selections are sometimes juxtaposes with very easy passages.

Ihus, one might expect readability ratings of magazines to diffeT accordir

to which alleaions are rated, causing low reliability between ratings..

The readability ratings with these.formalae, thouen, show that poptilar

magazines tend to.be written at eigth grade.level or above. .Siver#. of

0,
the more popular magazines were rated as upper-secondary to college level.

One may wonder ilhetherIpis is the result of a deliberate effort on the part of,

these magazines to reach.a particular audience, or whether there is no effort

at all to stabilize the magazine's readability level.

Whichever is the °foie', results 'of this study reveal that high school

students with elementary-level reading skills are interested in, and do

read., ,popular magazines written above their reading leVels, indicating

that teachers could capitalize on these interests when developing reading

aUrricula.

8
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Table I. Readability of, Magasine's . of lilts re st. to .Reading41144t Stddenis ..
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. " -4. ;4, t'S...wf .. %.: , -et, Harris-Jacobson
stiggasui *Grade level _Jima jagyamt.;

.

. 1. pars/Matorevolo

Car Craft
Chopper
Hot Rod

.2. Nhigi
' Seventeen

4 0'

3. Genei4 Inte.rest/Newt
4now

4. MINX.

Mad

5i)

V

----------
Out49or Lire

4. Hails Emertaio.mit

Penthouse
Hlayboy .

7. tailed
Sports Illustrate d

e. WILIaLtumuk

Teen
Tiger Bow.

9. Teen.idUlt *Interest,

High %MO
Hit Parader

lq. Yowls Interest

*. True Story'

:9.9
12.8

95 °
6

10.4

6.9**:

.

I.

7.5
C443..e ge

3.1.1

.

Collo ge
840

Calle ge
10.0

9

Total Means 10.12

I.

e

Collo ge*
9.9*

College* s

11.71

It

9.4*

6.4
Celle gel*

8.34

4. 12.5*
7.0

12.9*
8.7

..!&2_.,

9.45

4

4.

I.

. lo

0

. -**

.44

;
.

4
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0

.

I.

* Extrapolated
** Possibly invalid due to length'of sentences
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